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Abstract

Mutual radiation iir^edance becomes more important in the design and analysis of acoustic tramd니gcfs fdr higher power, better 

beam pattern, and wider bandwidth at low frequency sonar systems. This review paper focused on literature survey about the 

searches of mutual radiation in^edance in the acoustic transducer arrays over 60 years. The papers of mutual radiation impedance 

were summarized in terms of transducer array structures on various baffle geometries such as planar, cylindrical, spherical, conformal, 

s히leroidal, and elliptic cylindrical arrays. Then the computation schemes of solving conventional quadruple integral in the definition 

of mutal radiation in叩edance were surveyed including spatial convolution method, which reduces the quadruple integral to a double 

integral for efficient confutation.
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I. Introduction

Recently arrays of transducers are more fre

quently used in underwater acoustics for higher 

power and better beam directivity. Underwater trans

ducers us나ally pursue low frequency and wideband 

as well as high radiated power in order to achieve 

better performance of active sonar system. A듀 fre

quency becomes lower, interaction between array 

elements in a transducer becomes more important 

because th욘 distance between elements in an array 

is smaller compared with the acoustic wavelength. 

Then mutual r거diation impedance is fundamental for 

the design and analysis of acoustical transduc언rs 

because the assumption of independently acting 

elements becomes less accurate in array trans - 

ducers [1],
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Mutual radiation impedance is known to be de

pendent on the size and shape of the baffle and the 

size, shape, and separation of th얀 sources [2]. The 

acoustic radiation impedance of different sources on 

baffles has b언®n extensively investigated in the 

literature for various baffle geometries. [3] There

fore this current work briefly summarise! researches 

of mutual radiation impedance in terms of trans - 

d냐cer array structures on vario나s baffle geometries 

such as planes, cylinders, spheres, oblate and prolate 

spheroids, elliptic cylinders, and conformal structures.

By definition, mutual radiation impedances of acou

stic transducer array include a quadruple integral. 

Because of the difficulties of analytical solution and 

inefficiency of numerical computation of quadruple 

integration, lots of efforts have been put forth to 

decr©as션 computation time of th연 radiation imp안一 

dances using various numerical schemes. In this 

review paper, these computation schemes of solving 

conventional quadruple integration were briefly trac연d 
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for practical applications. Recently the spatial con

volution approach was proposed to reduce the qua

druple integral to a double integral, so that the 

comp니tational time of calculating the radiation im

pedance of an arbitrary shaped piston could be 

dramatically r안d니ced. In the last section, these were 

briefly summarized.

II. Mutual radiation impedance in various 
arrays

In general, the mutual radiation impedance de

pends on the elements in transducer array structure. 

This structure can be determined by the array 

sensors and baffles where the mutual radiation im

pedance was computed, designed and considered. In 

this chapter, the mutual radiation impedanc언s were 

discussed depending on the array structures.

2.1. Planar array
Since Rayleigh studied the real acoustic power 

radiated by multiple sources for the first time, 

several studi은s were restricted only to resistive 

effects and did not include the reactive effects by 

1930s [4]. Then the study of the rr山fual radiation 

impedance was started from two circular pistons 

vibrating in the same infinite plane as a simple case. 

When these two pistons radiate into a semi-infinite 

medium, there is an interaction b언twe은n them, and 

the mutual radiation impedance needs to be cal

culated. Wolff and Matter obtained an approximation 

for the resistive part of this interaction when the 

pistons were in phase (5]. Later a direct integration 

procedure was used for both resistive and reactive 

parts of the mutual impedance [6], and a general and 

rigorous expression by Green's functions was intro - 

duced for the mutual radiation impedance of many 

sources in an array [4] [7]. However, the studies 

were 헌ccomplished by the complicated mathematical 

methods including a multiple integral. Hence, the 

different approach to calculate the mutual radiation 

impedance was introduc운d by Pritchard in order to 

simplify the comp니fation [4" During the study of 

mutual radiation impedance from two pistons in th안 

planar array, the shape of a radiator was considered 

for computing. The circular piston was used in the 

beginning, and later the rectangular piston was 

considered [8]. This rectangular piston『eq니ired the 

more complicated calculation due to the quadruple 

integral. In addition to the piston shape, the 가hysical 

properties of the piston were considered for com- 

p니ting the radiation impedance because the acoustic 

array transducer should be designed and manu- 

factured [9], Th안「저diation type is also one of the 

factors for the acoustic transducer design, and some 

studies were reported in terms of the transient and 

steady-state acoustic loading on a baffled piston 

[10] [11]. The spacing of pistons was also st갾died as 

a compact planar array. This study was to inve

stigate the maximum mutual interaction between a 

radiator and its nearest neighbors in a planar array 

[1]. In summary, two pistons in an infinite planar 

baffl안 wer언 consider■연d as a simple case to compute 

the mutual radiation impedance in the array trans - 

d니ch and the more complicated studies have been 

gradually carried out.

From 1990's, as the rmmerical methods have been 

rapidly developed, the mutual radiation impedance 

has been actively studi연d. Integral equations in a 

planar array were derived and numerically simulated 

in an infinite rigid baffle. Afterward, the acoustic 

radiation power was estimated to predict the per

formance and efficiency of the array transducer [12 

-15]. Even though the computation of the mutual 

radiation imp얀dance in the planar array has been 

studi언d by m전ny researchers, heavy computation 

was a problem. Therefore, studies to reduce the 

computation time have been followed. A square 

vibrating surface was divided into small elements 

and the duplicate c겨Iculafions were eliminated in the 

process of computing the mutual effects of elements 

[16]. Furthermore, the shape of the vibrating surface 

co니Id be adjusted by the distribution of these small 

elements [17]. The mutual radiation resistance from 

cross-model coupling was calculated for a simply 
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supported rectangular plate and its effects on the 

radiated sound power were investigated. It w거s 

shown that the mutual radiation resistance co나Id be 

obtained easily in the whole frequency range by 

recasting the Quadruple integrals into several double 

integrals [18]. A modal Pritchard approximation has 

been developed to compete the mutual radiation im

pedance for acoustically hard arrays [19]. Those 

formulations, however, were based on uniformly vib

rating rectangular patches, which may not be ex

tended to find acoustic interaction for a flexibly 

vibrating case. In order to use a finite baffle, the 

outside of the finite baffle was considered as an 

imaginary negative acoustic source [2이. The size 

and the material properties of the finite baffle as well 

as the characteristics of the radiators were in

vestigated [21]. In recent years, both sides of the 

piston and the baffle were simultaneously studied for 

an almost realistic array transducer [22].

2.2. Cylindrical array
Cylindrical array transducers have been widely 

used in the 니nderwater acoustic systems. Hence 

computation of the mutual radiation impedance has 

been actively studied in the cylindrical array. The 

early studies to compute the mutual radiation im

pedance in the cylindrical array were focused on an 

array of finite cylinders [7]. Finite cylindrical sources 

were ass니med and these cylinders made up the 

active part of an infinitely long, rigid, cylindrical 

baffle. These studies, however, was nothing but the 

infinitely long linear array along the direction of the 

height of the finite cylinder. Because the slotted 

finite cylinder transducer has been found to be a 

useful source for low-frequency applications due to 

the small size, the computation of the radiation im

pedance of the finite cylinder has been constantly 

developed. A mathematical model for the radiation 

impedance of a finite cylinder with extended rigid 

ends was developed using a Fourier series approach 

[23]. Greenspon and Sherman studied the cylindrical 

array whose pistons were rectangular portions of the 

surface of an infinitely long cylinder as shown in Fig. 

1 [24]. It was known that the results for the cylinder 

were very similar to those for a plane in certain 

ranges (Fig. 2).

The mut나al radiation impedance was not confined 

to the theoretical computation and was compared 

with the experimental results even if the cylindrical 

radiator was used not in the infinite baffle b니t in the 

finite baffle [25], Like the planar array, the studies 

to decrease the computation time were followed in

Fig. 1. Rectangular pistons on a cylinder [24].

Fig. 2. Comparison of mutual impedance for square pistons 

(化而i = taj = ka知 =ka知 =k/2) long the generator 

of a rigid cylinder (ka = 36) and circular pistons of 

the same area IkR =丸jn a rigid plane. R is the 

ci「c니piston radius [24].
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the cylindrical array and the shape of piston was also 

considered. The combined Helmholtz integral equation 

formulation (CHIEF) method in addition to Greenspon^ 

게lalytical solution [24] was used for calculating the 

radiation impedance of the rectangular pistons on the 

cylindrical surface [26]. The mut니al radiation im

pedance was measured when two circumferentially 

baffled cylindrical shell transducers were electrically 

uniformly excited for transducer alignments that 

were coaxial and horizontal [27]. Recently, with 

these improving computation methods and the con

sideration of the piston shape, it was investigated 

whether the total mutual radiation impedance could 

be changed with the calculation range, the wave 

number and the size of the baffle [28].

2.3. Spherical array
The mutual radiation impedance in the spherical 

array has been studied because the spherical st

ructure is required for the sonar performance. The 

first study was to calculate the mutual radiation 

impedance coefficient in the cases of uniformly vib

rating circular and rectangular sources on a rigid 

sphere (Fig. 3) [2]. This study showed that the 

interaction between the sources was almost inde

pendent of the baffle shape as shown in Fig. 4. As 

the source separation increased, the baffle shape 

became important, and sources on a plane were seen 

to interact more strongly than those on a sphere.

To facilitate the solution of a radiation and sca

ttering problem involving spheres which are not 

concentrically positioned, it is desirable to express 

spherical wave functions centered on one sphere. 

This transformation of the wave functions greatly 

simplifies the task of satisfying the specified boun

dary conditions on the various spherical surfaces. 

The mathematical relationship that accomplishes this 

transformation is known as the translational addition 

theorem for spherical wave function [29]. Recently, 

the characteristics of mutual radiation impedance for 

piston source on a spherical baffle were analyzed 

depending on the distance between the sources by 

algorithm in이uding Finite Element Method (FEM)

Fig. 3. Coordinates for circular (a) and rectangular (b) so니「ces 

on a sphere [2].

Fig. 4. Comparison of mutual radiation resistance coefficients 

between circular sources (衍 그 1.1) on a rigid sphere 

(ka = 34) and on an infinite rigid plane. (Note change 

of scale at a separation of 1.9 wavelengths) [2].

and Hybrid type Infinite Element Method (HIEM). In 

addition, the mutual radiation impedance was studied 

considering the non-rigid spherical baffle [30], More

over, the acoustic radiation from a harmonically pul

sating piston in radial direction set in the side of a 

rigid spherical baffle was studied near a hard/soft 

planar interface by the combination of the image 

method and the translational addition theorems [31]. 

This configuration was a practical idealization for a 

baffled spherical transducer placed near a rigid/free 

surface.

24 Conformal array
In order to achieve good system performance for 

active sonar and autonomous underwater vehi이e (AUV), 

underwater projecting transducers usually p니rsue 

low frequency, high power and wideband [32]. Con

formal arrays provide benefits of visual unobtrusi

veness and non-interference with aerodynamic per

formance due to the fkish panel on which they are 

mounted. Even for the conformal array, acoustic 
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interaction effects can seriously degrade the perfor

mance of arrays in which the elements are small in 

size compared to a wavelength. Hence, the acoustic 

radiated field of a transducer has been investigated 

in the conformal array [33] [34]. These st니dies showed 

the method which could utilize the acoustic radiated 

field inversion of the transducer conformal array to 

obtain the required vibration velocity weighting vec 一 

tor using boundary element theory together with the 

optimization method. To develop the mathematical 

algorithm in the non-planar conformal array, the 

vector translation was required to collimate the beam 

of each element to a common point [35].

2.5. The other arrays
The mutual radiation impedance in the spheroid 

has been studied. First, the mutual radiation impe

dance in the oblate spheroidal baffle was discussed 

[36]. The intersection of a hyperbolic cylinder and 

an oblate spheroid produces a central annular zone 

(lightly shaded) and two end caps (heavily shaded) 

as shown in Fig. 5. The formulas and computations 

of the radiation impedance density were presented 

for vibrating caps (pistons) and zones (rings) of various 

sizes and curvatures on rigid oblate spheroidal ba

ffles of various sizes and eccentricities. Fig. 6 shows 

the effect of changing the surface curvaHire on the 

resistance and reactance density by changing the 

spheroidal coordinate.

Secondly, the prolate spheroidal baffle (Fig. 7) 

was considered to calculate the mutual radiation im

pedance with the piston shape, a cap, a ring [37] and 

a rectangular piston [3]. When the cap becomes large 

acoustically, the radiation impedance approaches that 

of a plane wave； the radiation resistance goes to 

unity (Fig. 8-(a)), and the radiation reactance goes 

to zero (Fig. 8 -(b)). The pattern of the mutual 

radiation impedance for rings was similar to that for 

caps (Fig. 8-(c), (d)). Results for the normalized 

mutual radiation resistance and reactance for square 

pistons as a function of separation angle q> at three 

locations on the spheroid are shown in Figs. 9 [3]. 

As ri increases, the results become the behavior near

Fig. 5. Geometry of two pistons on an oblate spheroidal baffle 

[36].

느 D) obtained by projecting the piston onto the xy 

plane for a series of rigid oblate spheroids, illustrated 

on the graph, vibrating along the z axis (pulsating sphe

roid), (b) radiation impedance density as a f냐nction of 

ka, where a is the「adi니s of the resulting disk ob

tained by projecting the piston (no = 0.76) onto the 

xy plane for a series of differs가 curvatures of piston 

and oblate spheroidal baffles (p니sating piston) [36].

the tip of the spheroid. That means the interaction 

decreases more rapidly for the case nearest the 

equator. This is because near the eq니ator, a given 

separation angle corresponds to a greater separation 

distance between pistons.

Elliptic cylindrical struct나res are widely used in 

aircraft fuselages, marine vehicles, acoustic trans

ducers, and mufflers. The elliptic cylindrical coor

dinate system in [38] is shown in Fig. 10— (a) and 

pistons are rectangular in shape, and conformal to 

the surface of the elliptic cylinder (Fig. 10-(b)). 

Figure 11 shows the results for the normalized mutual 

radiation resistance 刊(Fig. ll~(a)) and reactance
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Fig. 7. Prolate spheroid기 coordinate system [37].

Xij (Fig. ll-(b)) for a pair of adjoining square pis

tons located at the end of the elliptic cylinder, as a 

function of kH. The figure also illustrates the nor

malized mutual resistance (Fig. ll-(c)) and reactance 

(Fig. 11 -(d)) vers니s the separation angle for pis

tons of various sizes {H/L = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1) on an 

elliptic cylindrical baffle defined by L/D = 10.

Fig. 8. The normalized radiation resistance (a) and reactance 

(b) as a function of the acoustic size parameter h for 

caps on a rigid prolate spheroidal baffle with shape pa

rameter 拓=1.100. Same results for rings (c), (d) [37].

Fig. 10. 티liptic cylindrical coordinate system (a) and rectangular 

piston conformal to a rigid elliptic cylindrical baffle 

(b) [38].

(b) at /? = 60 for square pistons with size parameter 
PV/[(Jo2-1)1/2^ = 0.0168, on a spheroid with shape 

parameter 重)=1.35, as a function of separation angle 

for &，그 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8 [3].

actance (b) versus kH of adjoining square pistons 

of relative size H/L = 0.1 located at(8= o° ,乙二 

0) and (^c= 0° , = 0) as a function of the

baffle cross-section aspect ratio. Normalized mutual 

radiation resistance (c) and reactance (d) versus 

separation angle 8 for sq니a「e pistons on an L/D 

=10 elliptic cylindrical baffle as a hmction of 

piston sizes H/L = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, & kH = 2.4 [38].
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III. Improvement of computation methods

3.1. Quadruple integration
Mutual radiation impedances of an ultrasonic trans

ducer array include an inherent quadruple integral by 

the definition. Because of the difficulties of analytical 

solution and inefficiency of numerical computation of 

quadruple integration, it has been an issue to de

crease heavy computation of the radiation impe

dances. The standard numerical algorithms such as 

Gaussian, Simpson, Newton-Coters, Romberg, Monte 

Carlo were not efficient for quadruple integral. Se

veral schemes have been suggested for a fast and 

accurate computation for practical applications. Thomp

son [39] used the integration technique of the far 

field directivity pattern for computation of mutual 

radiation impedances of uniformly vibrating pistons 

of different shapes. Finite element approach was in

troduced for numerical evaluation of integral ex

pressions for the radiation impedance by Burnett and 

Soroka [40]. The Fourier transform of the impulse 

response was taken for analytical evaluation of the 

radiation impedance of a rectangular piston by Steph- 

nishen [41]. Bank and Wright [42] provided the 

tabulated data of radiation impedance through nu

merical computation of quadruple integral by using 

geometric relations for rectangular pistons. Lee and 

Seo [14] numerically evaluated the impedances of 

formulated quadruple surface integrals by geometric 

relations among square pistons in a rigid infinite 

baffle, and radiation power of the transd나cers was 

calculated considering the mutual coupling effect by 

an equivalent electric circuit scheme [15]. Scandrett 

et aL [19] borrowed a modal Pritchard approxi

mation for computing the mutual impedance for array 

elements. Li and Gibeling [18] numerically computed 

mutual radiation resistance from cross-model cou

pling for a rectangular plate and their effects on the 

radiated sound power by recasting the quadruple 

integrals into several double integrals. Pierce et al. 

[43] reduced the integration of the radiation im

pedance to a finite sum of one —dimensional integrals, 

where the integration is over a finite region, where 

the integrand is finite, and where the real and 

imaginary parts of the integrand have a finite number 

of maxima and minima, for a special case of rec

tangular shape when the basis functions must be 

expressed as a sum of products of exponential com

plex functions. Kim et al. [16] applied an algorithm 

to divide a square vibrating surface into small ele

ments in order to eliminate redundant calculations 

during process of computing mutual effects of ele

ments, and simplified quadruple loops for quadruple 

integration into a single loop or double loops, con

firming short computation time and high accuracy. 

They extended the method to calculate radiation 

impedance of a vibrating surface with an arbitrary 

shape which can be represented by a set of sub 

-squares [17], and with finite baffle using an ima

ginary negative acoustic source for the outside of the 

finite baffle [20].

3.2. Spatial convolution
In order to simplify the numerical integration for 

a rectangular radiator a lot of efforts have been put 

forth, while a few investigated the characteristics of 

the mutual radiation impedance resulting from two 

flexible rectangular patches. Sha et al. [44] de

veloped an efficient calculation method which is 

suited to the determination of the radiation im

pedance in the cases of uniformly and flexibly vib

rating rectang니lar patches. They 니sed the spatial 

convolution approach to reduce the quadruple integral 

to a double integral, so that the computational time 

of calculating the radiation impedance of an arbitrary 

shaped piston in a rigid infinite baffle could be 

dramatically reduced. This spatial convolution work 

was based on their previous works of virtual com

plex source approach to calc니late the primary sound 

fields radiated by rectangular pistons [45] and the 

superposition principle where the total radiation 

impedance of an arbitrarily shaped piston can be 

calculated as the sum of small incremental rec

tangular elements which can be eval니ated in a closed 

form with a double integral [46]. Based on this 

concept, the efficiency of the computation of the
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Fig. 12. The comparison between the spatial convolution method 

and the q니ad「uple integral method. Case V- kz^ - 

炀 드 kRa饥 = kFg = n!2, Case 2： kz^ = kz^ = 

kRg = kR两 드 勿/200 [47].
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mutual radiation impedance can be improved in the 

arbitrary array structure. Recently, the mutual ra

diation impedance was computed in the cylindrical 

array using the spatial convolution [47]. As shown 

in Fig. 12, the differences of computation results 

between the spatial convokition method and the 

quadruple integral method were small while the com

putation time was dramatically reduced.

IV. Conclusions

This review paper has briefly surveyed the pre

vious studies about the mutual radiation impedance 

in the acoustic transducer array over last 60 years. 

The acoustic radiation impedance of different sources 

on various baffles was summarized, and the planar, 

cylindrical, spherical, conformal, the oblate and prolate 

spheroidal, and elliptic cylindrical arrays were in

cluded in this paper. Then the numerical computation 

schemes of solving quadr니pie integral shown in the 

definition of the mutual radiation impedance were 

reviewed to show efforts to overcome the ineffi

ciency of numerical computation of quadruple integral. 

A recent approach 니sing spatial convolution to re

duce the quadruple integral to a double integral was 

also dealt in planar and cylindrical array.
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